Mandelbrot set with transcendental function presents an out of the ordinary field of research because of its magnificence and geometrical complexities. Earlier many researchers used feedback system to study it and reveal new concepts unexplored the geometry of transcendental Mandelbrot set with new iterative approach. The objective of the paper is to analyze the work done by several researchers to visualize beautiful fractal graphics of Mandelbar set with sine, cosine functions using Mann iteration method. Also the rate of convergence of function in the presence of transcendental function and conjugacy with Mandelbrot set and related complex structure of superior Julia set.
INTRODUCTION
French mathematician Gaston Julia in 1918 investigated the iteration process of complex function and attained a Julia set and gave a direction to the fractal world [4] . Later Benoit Mandelbrot in 1979 studied a very complex & perturbed structure which is known as Mandelbrot set. A lot of researches carried out to unveil the geometrical and functional ambiguity of both the sets [14] . We are analyzing fractal images that have been generated from iterating polynomials of type z d +c with transcendental function defined in the complex plan. Here c is a complex parameter, d is an integer, bar sign denotes complex conjugation & transcendental function can be sine, cosine or tangent. It has been observed that after applying much iteration to these polynomials, complex number z either move away from the origin and escape towards infinity or bounded to origin. Points with bounded orbit under iteration make up the filled in Julia set, which we call [3] . Points bounded to origin converge to a fixed point. Fixed points can be classified in three categories: Asymptotically stable: Means all nearby solutions converge to it. Stable: Means all nearby solutions stay nearby. Unstable: Means mostly all nearby solutions diverge away from the fixed point. Authors discussed about the singular values that plays an important role in determining the dynamics of complex system. According to them any attracting fixed point must have a singular value in its immediate basin of attraction [15] . A Transcendental entire function possesses critical and asymptotic values. Here a critical value of function is such as there exists a z 0 belongs to c and f(z 0 )=c1 & f'(z 0 )=0. In this case, z 0 is called a critical point of f and an asymptotic value of f is such as there exists a curve "any symbol" tending to infinity and f(z) -> a as z -> ∞ along "any symbol" [5] . The fractal image of superior Mandelbrot set consists of small mini Mandelbrot set like images found in the scattered surrounding of it is known as the midgets [1] . The study of midgets in the Mandelbrot set is given by Philip [13] and Romera [16] . Fractal with conjugate of z referred to as Mandelbar set, name is given by Crowe et al. because of its formal analogy with Mandelbrot set and also brought its features bifurcations along axes rather than at points. The critical point of Mandelbar set is zero as in Mandelbrot set [20] . The study of connectedness locus for antiholomorphic polynomials defined as Tricorn, coined by Milnor, plays intermediate role between quadratic and cubic polynomials [6] . Recently Shizuo [11] has quoted the Multicorn as the generalized Tricorn or the Tricorn of higher order and presented beautiful images and their various properties. This set is particularly interesting because its topological properties are different from the ones believed to be true for the Mandelbrot set.
Shafali et al. have applied the concept of conjugacy to transcendental Mandelbrot set and generated fractals [see 17, 18, 19] . They have iterated the function to compute a precise value for the fixed point and hence the efficiency of function depends on the rate of convergence of the polynomial. Our paper focuses on the relative analysis of all those functions and to ascertain that which function converges faster to fixed point than other. We will also see the beautiful Julia set images of those functions.
PRELIMINARIES & DEFINITIONS
The formation of fractal images is achieved by using feedback system. There are basically two types of feedback machines i.e. one-step machine and two-step machine. Both types of machines can be characterized by iterative procedures. Iteration methods are one way to achieve the self-similarity exhibited by fractals [2] . One-step feedback machines are characterized by Peano-Picard iterations represented by the formula x n+1 =f(x n ) where f(x n ) can be any function. It is very useful mathematical tool and has been developed in particular for the numerical solution of complex problems. In two-step feedback machine, the output is computed by the formula x n+1 =f(x n , x n-1 ), which requires two numbers as input and returns a new number as output [12] . Other related definitions which will be required for subsequent analysis: (Superior iterates) Let X be a non-empty set of real numbers and f: X->X. For x 0 belongs to X, construct a sequence {x n } in the following manner [8, 9] :
where 0 < β n <=1 and {β n } is convergent away from 0.
The sequence {x n } constructed this way is called a superior sequence of iterates, denoted by SO(f,x 0 , β n ) At β n = 1, SO(f,x 0 , β n ) reduces to O(f,x 0 ). This procedure was essentially given by Mann, first to study it for β n in 1955 [21] . Since the results obtained in fractal modelling via Mann iterates are the super set of their corresponding fractal models in the Picard orbit. (Superior Orbit) The sequence x n constructed above is called Mann sequence of iteration or superior sequence of iterates. We denote it by SO(x 0 , s, t). Escape-time fractals (or superior orbit fractals) Many Julia and Mandelbrot sets have been computed for polynomials in superior orbits. In the literature these are called superior Julia sets and superior Mandelbrot sets respectively and are defined by Rani and Kumar [8, 9] as follows: (Superior Julia sets) The set of complex points SK whose orbits are bounded under superior iteration of a function Q is called the filled superior Julia set. A superior Julia set SJ of Q is the boundary of the filled superior Julia set [9] . (Superior Mandelbrot sets) A Superior Mandelbrot set SM for a function of the form Q c (z) = z n + c, n = 1, 2,..., is defined as the collection of c C for which the superior orbit of the point 0 is bounded,
To compute SJ and SM sets, Rani and Kumar [10] A superior multicorn with d=2 is known as superior tricorn [7] . Suppose x 0 is a fixed point for F. Then x 0 is an attracting fixed point if |F'(x 0 )|<1. The point x 0 is a repelling fixed point if |F'(x 0 )|>1. Finally if |F'(x 0 )|=1, the fixed point is neutral [14] .
Note that the initial value z 0 should be infinity, since infinity is the critical point of z for transcendental polynomial. However instead of starting with z 0 = ∞, it is simpler to start with z 1 = c, which yields the same result. A critical point of z →f(z)+c is a point where f'(z)=0. The point z in Mandelbrot set for transcendental function has an orbit that satisfies imag(z) > 50, then the orbit of z escapes [14] .
FIXED POINT CALCULATION USING MATLAB AND RESULT DISCUSSION
The process of fractal generation uses iterative method on Mandelbrot set i.e. f(z)=z n ->c, where z and c both are complex quantities and n>1. We are considering fractal generation process for transcendental Mandelbar set using escape time method. The fractal images are constructed as a twodimensional array of pixels. Each pixel is represented by a pair of (x, y) co-ordinates. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have reviewed the research work done by Ashish, Shafali and Gunjan in the field of fractal. The study have shown the striking properties and escape criteria for transcendental function and generated the corresponding fractals using Mann iteration in which most of the images are having symmetry along x axis and y axis. The analysis represents the beauty of midgets in the form of Mandelbrot set and multicorn appeared in superior antiMandelbrot set for the function cos ( z d +c). In their study we observed fixed points of function for different values of constant s. An observable fact is that the number of iterations required to achieve convergence is dependant to the value of constant s. As the value of s raise to 1, the image convergence is faster to the fixed point and the fractals converged to asymptotically stable fixed points. Fractal iterates provides envision for fixed points to a given function, allowing us to determine properties with out computing it. In future researcher can apply Mann iteration to study the speed of convergence of new Fractal Models using different function polynomial.
